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the displayed worksheets are Dynamic Earth Vocabulary, Interactive Dynamic Earth Response, Unit Earth Systems TCSS 2 Plate Tectonic Information, Skills Work Active Reading, Sixth Class Plate Tectonics, Ab6 catg rwis fm i ii ii 284315, Active Reading Workbook, Copy Guide. When you find your worksheet, click the
pop-up icon or print the sheet icon for printing or downloading. The worksheet opens in a new window. You can &amp; download or print using the browser's document reader options. Compatible with digital devicesAuch-Author stated that this resource can be used for learning based on the device. Walking students
though, how to communicate with different structures of the earth, board boundaries, and plate tectonic. You can customize it as it is docx. Create an explanation based on evidence of how geoscience processes have changed the Earth's surface at different times and spatial scales. Emphasis is placed on how processes
change the Earth's surface over time and spatial scales, which can be large (such as slow-motion boards or the rise of large mountain ranges) or small ones (such as rapid landslides or microscopic geochemical reactions) and how many geoscientimic processes (such as earthquakes, volcanoes and meteor impacts)
usually behave sequentially but are intermittent by catastrophic events. Examples of geoscientiological processes include surface weathering and storage by movements of water, ice and wind. Emphasis is placed on geoscience processes that, if necessary, shape local geographical characteristics. Analyze and interpret
data on the distribution of fossils and rocks, continental shapes and structures of the seabed to provide evidence of the movement of past plates. Examples of data include similarities in rock and fossil types on different continents, continent shapes (including continental shelves) and the location of ocean structures (such
as ridges, fracture zones and ditches). Paleomagnetic anomalies in the oceanic and continental crusts are not evaluated. Earth History Timeline Worksheet Answers 22nd Background 2020 admin Skip to Main Contents Classroom Resources &gt; Dynamic Earth Interactive Dive Into Earth Structure to Learn What
Causes Earthquakes, Volcanoes, and More. Sumire Kakei (*筧ミ啦, Kakei Sumire), born Sumire Shigaraki (楽* 15. year ミ Shigaraki Sumire, Kunoichi, Kunoichi of Konohagakure's Scientific Ninja Weapons Team and a former member of Team 15. The background tanuki prepares for the place of Gozu Tennō on Sumira.
After the death of Danz Shimura and the existence of Root and his actions, all its members became a ostracised village, including sumire's family. This contributed to Sumire's mother getting sick and later died. The loss affected Sumire deeply, as one of the few joys she experienced was spending time with her mother
brushing her hair and over time Sumire couldn't remember her mother's voice. [1] Sumire's father, Tanuki Shigaraki, a maniac follower of Danzo, trained her from a young age in order to avenge Root. [2] He eventually bestowed on her Goza Tennó. After the death of her parents, Sumire became an orphan and created
the identity of Sumire Kakei, deciding that it was best to wait and create a cover story before challenging her father's plan. Sumire eventually became a representative of her academy class, during which she began to worry about NUE development. [1] Personality While under the guise of Sumire Kakei, she was a rather
humble and quiet girl who, like many children her age, adore the Seventh Hokage. Although not too openly, Sumire has shown real interest in her classmates. Sumire was also very respectful and obedient, and wanted to avoid conflict if necessary. Her reason for wanting to become a shinobi was to live by her father's
memory. [3] Once dropping the guise of a humble girl, Sumire is proven to be a very driven person, and due to her strenuous training as a child, dedicated to completing her father's final application, shows no remorse for her former friends and other villagers. When confronted by Boruto, Sumire exclaimed that Sumire
knew he never existed. Yet she still came to appreciate the friendship she made with her classmates, who didn't really want to hurt anyone. Thanks to Boruto's unwavering loyalty to her, Sumire was able to let go of her past and answer her mistakes. She also developed a strong bond with Nue, seeing it as her family. [1]
After returning to her position as a class representative, Sumire returned to her humble attitude. She is also proven to be very methodical and analytical, having quickly understood the nature of her friends' preferred combat tactics and how best to approach them for Chūnin trials. By the time she began working for the
Scientific Ninja Weapons team, Sumire seemed to become calmer and more confident about herself, openly expressing herself. She also developed romantic feelings for Boruto, openly saying she was interested in him. The appearance of Sumire as an academy student. Sumire is a young girl with purple eyes and hair,
the back of which is tied into two long knitted ponytails. Her hair frames her face and her wounds hang just above her eyes. She dons a black polo neck shirt, with a purple dress over it, which has a white collar on it, tied with a purple ribbon, almost reminiscent of a seifuku overall with long black shinobi sandals. During
her return to the Academy she also turns her floral hair ties into a viola. After graduating, Sumire wore an elegant version with black bracelets and black shorts. She also wears a purple forehead protector and her hair is styled into a single braid with floral tie hair. At some point, her father placed a formula for Gozu Tennō
on his back. While undercover, Sumire cracked pale-white mask with two horn-like disfigurements and a white coat. Underneath, she wore a purple sleeveless shirt with a light pink wing around her waist and dark trousers with a shuriken holster around her right thigh and long black fingerless gloves. She also had
bandages wrapped around her wrist and shoes and left her hair down. After letting go of her hatred, Gozu Tennō was removed from her back. Soon after, it was replaced with a small red dot on his left palm, serving as an eye for Nue. In Boruto: Naruto's next generation, as a member of the Scientific Konoha Ninja
Weapons Team, Sumire wears a purple seifuku dress and black high heeled Mary-Jane boots with white ankle socks. [4] Skills that have undergone demanding preparation from a young age, Sumire is very capable of kunoichi, well above genin level. She has been shown to be able to hold her own against a squadron of
adults and elite ninjas who have all recognised Sumire's skills. Her most powerful asset, however, is her deceptive and manipulative nature, which allowed her to create a new identity, that humble and ordinary young girl. After becoming genin, her intelligence was further proven to be scouted by the Scientific Ninja
Weapons Team at a young age, where despite this, he became one of his most valuable personnel. Ninjutsu Sumire by releasing water. Sumire excels in water release, capable of performing various techniques such as creating clones, protective walls and projectides, as well as using techniques such as water release:
Water Flower Ring (⽔遁 ‧ ⽔華輪, Suiton: Suikarin) and water edition: Splash (⽔遁 ‧ ⾶沫, Suiton: Himatsu). [5] She has considerable skills in shurikenjutsu, able to face the attack with her kunai while throwing it exactly. In anime, she is able to effectively carry out the cooperation of Ninjutsu and Fūinjutsu, which is
able to use both to restrict the movement of man and expand the power of this together with fellow users. [6] Summoning technique Initially through Gozu Tennō placed on her back, Sumire was able to summon Nue to help her, even without fully manifesting her form, and showed the ability to create a snake-like mass of
negative chakras to attack, as well as displaying the ability to use her own chakras as a medium to steal the chakra of others. While the subpoena agreement was seemingly destroyed, part of the seal was left on her left palm. Then, Sumire utility Summons: Nue (⼝啦, 鵺, Kuchiyose: Nue)[5] technique to summon Nue,
although in chibi and house pet-sized forms. [7] Sumire's physical proficiency is very fast and nirsty, capable of effectively avoiding attacks and avoiding a group wallet. She also has a noticeable taijutsu proficiency, able to fight on a par with Mitsuki. She is very inconspicuous in general, able to effectively hide her
presence, making it very difficult Her. New Era Academy Entry Arc Main Article: Academy Admission Arc Sumire Attending Academy Entrance Ceremony. In anime, on the day of the entrance ceremony, as everyone began searching for the missing Boruto Uzumaki, he suddenly appeared, a collapsed train to the Hokage
Monument, which left Sumire stunned by his antics. Shikamaru then had everyone clear to start the clean-up. Two weeks later, Sumire was trying to sort things out when Inojin Yamanaka started talking out. When her class watches Boruto fight Iwabee Yuino, Sumire noted that Boruto really seems to be trying to make a
name for himself outside of his relationship to seventh Hokage. The following day, Sumire was relieved to see Boruto get along better with everyone. Chóchó Akimichi irritates Sumire about her interest in Boruto, to which an embarrassed Sumire insists she is purely out of her position as a class representative. A few
weeks later, as the class began to teach shurikenjutsu, Sumire was upset that her own performance was not showing much progress. Ultimately, Boruto's reckless entertainment caused some damage to property. Shino Aburame decided to have Boruto, along with a bunch of other students help with hokage rock repairs,
though he insisted that sumire part will mainly be surveillance. When the boys and girls in their class got into an argument, Shino helped solve things by racing to capture the flag at the top of the academy. Despite their victory, the girls reconciled with the boys. Later, Sumire realizes she's being chased. Eventually, she
and her friends find out she's a Magire. When Magire humbly asked her, Sumire turned him down. The following day, in horror sumire, various spooky messages are left for her. Eventually, she's confronted by Magire, who's going to get away with it. When her friends found them, Chóchó was able to get to Magira, saying
that such an indecisive character would never win anyone over. Adopting his wrong methods of trying to make Sumire like him, the specter was rejected from magire. Sumire wounded after her organized attack. The class was later assigned to Shino divided into groups of three and each tail in a different workplace for
several days to better understand non-shinobi life. Sumire alongside Wasabi Izuno and Namida Suzumeno decided to work in a water purification plant. The next day, Sumire unleashed Nue on pretending to be the victim. She was eventually rescued by a hokage who took Sumire and her fellow injured classmates to
hospital. Her friends and teacher soon after went to check on her. Later, Sumire watched solemnly as her injured classmates were freed from care early and left with their respective parents. Soon after realizing that her identity had been established, Sumire left the hospital with feigned injuries, and decided to complete
her mission. Eventually, Sai Yamanaka and his team were ambushed. While to stifle, she called Nue the rampage of the village. When she slipped away, she was confronted by Mitsuki, who noticed his mission to kill her. As the two began to struggle, Boruto arrived, demanding answers. Sumire bluntly stated that her
entire existence has always been revenge. As Boruto intervened in another clash between his two friends, his eye began to act wildly. Nue then teleported over the children. Sumire calmly offered himself as a necessary chak to complete his development, which the creature grabbed her. Boruto and Mitsuki followed her
into Nue's pocket dimension. Together, they managed to subdue the beast. Before Mitsuki could destroy him, Sumire apparently defended him. Boruto stepped in, insisting her identity as a Class Rep was real to her. Torn between everything she knew, Sumire ordered Nue to give her a chakra and complete her father's
plan, only for Nue instead of lovingly sneering against her. Boruto noted that as Sumire basically picked up Nue, it came to her as a parent. Sumire was taken away by Sai. As Boruto continues to insist that she can create her own path of void of anger, Sumire was finally able to let go of her own anger, weakening Gozu
Tennō. This caused the dimension to start to crumble around them. As Sumire resigned to accept the demise as repentance, she eventually remembered her mother's voice and sincere desire for her happiness. This, along with Borut, who came to her aid, convinced her to come back. Nue then helped three students
escape the size, being left behind from falling debris. Back in normal size, Sai and his unit arrived. Sympathetic to Sumire's past, he offered to help her rebuild her life, which Sumire accepted when she became home. Before leaving, Boruto noticed that a piece of Nue's essence remained with Sumire on her left palm,
much to her delight. Sumire visited Shino in his prison cell. As Sumire turns up and there is no victim, Sumire received leniency. However, she was detained in an investigation cell to determine her future. Shortly afterwards, Shino visited her. Unable to look her teacher in the eye after what she had done to him, Shino
insisted that he held no bad feelings towards her and actually was grateful because it helped him grow as a teacher. Shino offered to help her in any way rebuild her life, insisting that she is no longer her father's tool. Eventually, Sumire was pardoned for his actions and allowed to return to the academy. Her class was
delighted to see her return, which gave Sumire mixed feelings. After watching Boruto give her tacit approval, Sumire wept in delight, happy to return to a life of happiness at the academy. School Trip Arc Main Article: School Trip Arc Sumire Tends to Kagura Blow. In anime, improve relations with other villages and
symbolically show the warring era has ended, the seventh Set up an official class trip for the academy to go to Kirigakure. Upon arrival they met with Kagura Karatachi, who was appointed mizukage to act as the classes' guide. The class was later taken to meet Chójūrō, the sixth Mizukage, who welcomed the class into
the village. Later, the class was confronted by a group of delinquents, with their leader Tsurushi Hachiya, openly expressing his distast for outsiders. After Kagura stepped in in an attempt to stop the fight, his hand was cut, which Sumire soon after tended to. When their trip was completed, Sumire and her classmates left
Kiri's cruise ship. Graduation Exams Arc Main Article: Graduation Exams Arc Sumire helps Sarada and Boruto with Nue's chakras. In anime, as Genin's rehearsals began to approach, Boruto, worried that his friends were drifting apart, invited everyone on a camping trip to catch the famous eternal carp. During the trip,
Sumire expressed her joy at being such a wonderful friend. After finally ensnaring one of the massive fish, Sumire summoned Nue to help, showing that the creature had begun to regain its previous form and power. Miniaturised Nue uses its chakras to strengthen the Boruto fishing pole and successfully capture the fish.
Friends soon afterwards cooked and fished to their delight. During rehearsals, taking up Shino's subtle bid to try to steal the test answers to a written test, Sumire and her friends were able to easily pass the test. Sumire becomes genin. Later, during the practical and final exam, the class was put into the training field.
There, an entire class was set up to face their academy teachers and Kakashi Hatake for 24 hours. While teachers would still rate students' respective improvements, the students' real test was against Kakashi Hatake. Sixth Hokage quickly explained that he would only pass the first student who is able to take a single
bell attached to the hip joint. As the Test began, Sumire and Sarada faced Konohamaru Sarutobi, which led to him beating the pair. Regrouping with other students, the group devised a plan to combat shinobi. With Nue provided headphones for students, Namida knocked out Anko Mitarashi with her sound waves. Then,
all the students transformed in Boruto and faced Kakashi, during which the class managed to restrict him to Boruto to try to take his bell. Despite failing to accomplish the task within the time limit, Kakashi passed the class, leading to Sumire becoming genin. She was later placed in team 15, alongside Wasabi and
Namida led by Hanabi Hyūga. Byakuya Gang Arc Main Article: Byakuya Gang Arc Sumire and Wasabi cornered byakuya Gang. In anime, with ongoing thefts carried out by the Byakuya Gang throughout Konohagakure, Team 15 was assigned along with other genin teams to help stop it noble thieves. However, Genin
was not allowed to join the Byakuya Gang without help from chūnin or higher-ranked shinobi. Later Sumuire and Wasabi, minus later Namida, found thieves stealing from a pawnshop. When deciding what to do, thieves saw and attacked. Luckily for genin, they were rescued by the early arrival of Temari, who drove them
to the retreat. Later, despite fleeing the thieves, Sumire and Wasabi thanked Temari for her help. Later, villagers supporting the Byakuya gang took action against companies accused of corrupt actions. Sumire joined her fellow ninja at work to calm the situation, which was eventually met after Naruto suppressed the
protest. Versus Momoshiki Arc Main Article: Versus Momoshiki Arc Team 15 defeats a giant maned wolf. In anime, two weeks later, Sumire continued to feel guilty about not going clean about his previous actions against the village with Nue. Later, Sumire and her team were assigned missions to capture all the escaped
animals from Fire Park. Hanabi has told students to handle all the smaller animals themselves. During the mission, Wasabi fought With Namida, thereby escapeing. Wasabi and Sumire were then alerted to Namibia's screams. To their horror, they discovered that she had been attacked by a huge wolf with a white man.
Apart from their differences, all three worked together to disparase the huge beast. As Wasabi and Namida took it with them, it encouraged Sumire to come clean with her mistakes, admitting that she was behind the Nue incident. Wasabi and Namida revealed that they already knew her and also forgave her. Hanabi then
appeared as he watched everything and congratulated Genin on their great teamwork. Sumire rescues Wasabi and Namida. After the team of 15 was given shameful permission to take part in the trials in Chúnine, it was approved to take part in the event. Attending the admission ceremony, Sumire's team raced toward
the first test instead of getting removed within the time limit. There, the team participated in a real or false question that resulted in all competitors falling into a pit that contained a pool of ink. After summoning Nue to prevent himself and the team from falling into the ink, team 15 went through the first round. Three days
later, for the second round of rehearsals, the girls competed in the game to capture the flag against team Kumogakure. While facing Yurui with Wasabi, Toroi earned their flag, resulting in a team of 15 by testing. She later watches the final round of rehearsals with her teammates. She and her teammates cheered Boruto
when he beat Shinki to win the tournament, but were very upset after learning he had cheated using an advanced ninja tool, Kote, which was considered banned from the Chūnin Trials and so was disqualified. A few days later, after Ōtsutsuki defeated and things began to return to normal, Sumire and her team-mates
watched Boruto's interview at the Lightning Burger. Mitsuki's disappearance Arc Main article: Mitsuki's disappearance arc in anime when Boruto approached Sumira and her team to see if they saw Mitsuki, they informed him that they did not. Later, after eavesdropping on Hokage, Sumire and her friends learned of the
dangers Team 7 was in Iwagaura. Genin was determined to help his friends and asked to join Hokage. While Naruto initially refused to put Genin in danger, the group firmly said it would go with or without his consent. Admiring their loyalty to their friends, Naruto decided to leave. Upon arrival at Iwa, however, the battle
was already won and team 7 was safe, leaving Sumire and others relieved. The victory, however, came on the personal sacrifice of the third Tsuchikage. While Konoha-nin wanted to attend the funeral, Naruto sent them all back to Konohagakure. Sometime later, as Namida's only effective technique began harming her
team-mates and clients as well as enemies, Namida decided to develop a new technique. Sumire and Wasabi, worried that their friend would quickly lose commitment under Hanabi's strict training regime, decided to help in training. While ultimately their efforts helped Namida improve significantly, their next mission
pitted against bandits whose techniques made Namida's new technique useless. When the bandit leader stole the sacred document from clients, Namida fell into despair that she was not stronger. Sumire and Wasabi, however, insisted that it had grown significantly, as seen from how it had not yet succumbed to tears,
as would normally have been the case. Encouraged by her friends, Namida recalled the chakra control she was required to develop for her new technique and instead used it for her signature shouting technique, which focused on a long-range concussion that only harmed the bandit leader. Jūgo Arc In anime, sometime
later, team 7 and team 15 were led by Konohamaru, Hanabi had a different role. They were assigned to investigate random attacks on a village from nearby wildlife. Tosaka, an ornithologist, was appointed to lend help to the birds. On arrival, the group was attacked by strange-looking birds. When Boruto separated from
the team, Sumire called Nue to help him, saving him from a sudden Jūgo attack. In the village, they learned that many people infected with mutated birds quickly fell ill and were covered with Cursed Seals. Villagers also found unconscious Jūgo, who was recognized by Sarada and Mitsuki. When the man woke up and
was interrogated, one sick villager went on a wild rampage and was attracted to Jūgo. After he subdued the villager, Jūgo retreated into the woods. When we learn that Jūgo is in this area, speculated that Orochimaru was involved in this, and split the team to investigate, warning everyone to engage him himself, letting
the team of 15 genin stay together. Team 15 will hit Momo and Sasami. Sumire and the girls helped Konohamar follow Team 7 after Jūgo injured him and drained his chakra. They found that Jūgo passed out with the injection device by his hand. When another bird attacked them, Jūgo woke up and cured him of his
cursed seal before leaving. Back in the village, Konohamaru instructed team 15 to return to Konoha to report and request reinforcements. Along the way, they were attacked by Momo and Sasami, who took the opportunity to test their device based on a cursed seal. They were quickly beaten and infected with Namida and



Wasabi with cursed seals. Nue beat the attackers and carried Sumire to safety. After Sumire recovered, she began searching for her allies with Nue. They were soon approached by Suigetsu Hōzuki and Karin. Before she could talk to them, Nue, feeling Suigetsu's malevolous nature, challenged him. He quickly came to
terms with them. After Sumire woke up in front of them and her colleague Konoha genin, she learned Oto-nin had also been looking for Jūgo to take him home, which was seized by Rivers' country researchers. As she explained to everyone about the damn devices to seal off her attackers, the group noted that it is
collaborating with researchers and realizing that they are behind the outbreak. Finding a common goal, Oto-nin decided to help genin. During the distraction to lure Momo and Sasami from the enemy base, Sumire sneaked in and found her team-mates. When he told her about the anti-veal, Sumire handed it to Wasabi
and Namide. As Sumire helped the two escape, they were however captured by Momo. While unable to hold his own briefly against him, protecting his friends, Sumire was reluctantly forced to summon Nue. Even though the pair teamed up against him, Mom's cursed seal proved too much. Concluding that only Nue's full
performance would be enough to beat Momo, Namida and Wasabi offered their chakras to let Nue transform again into their greater form. Once nue was transformed, and Sumire were able to defeat him to destroy his cursed seal collar. While Nue was ready to finish it off by absorbing his chakra, Sumire said he made it.
A team of 15 reached the lake, where Karin and Sarada asked for help finding and keeping the still infected birds before they migrated. They were trying to find the birds, and Karin was considering killing them to stop the spread of the infection. Sumire summoned Nue to help Boruto but only managed to save him from
one attack before Jūgo beat them, which they challenged against sumire's order. She tried to intervene, but Boruto persuaded her not to, and informed her of her plan to return Jūgo's transformation. The plan worked, and Mitsuki came with Konohamaru and Suigetsu, consumed serum to cure infection and merged with
the lake to rain over birds, treating them. Sumire informed Wasabi and Namida that Boruto believed that they wanted to become the one who wanted to be inspired by her to join the Scientific Ninja Weapons team to find a better way to synergies with Nue, and asked them to keep her quiet as she wanted to inform her
friends herself. Sometime later, Sumire's transfer was official. During which she met her replacement for team 15, Tsubaki Kurogane samurai student from the country of iron. Also, she was given a farewell to her friends. Ao Arc Main Article: Ao Arc In Manga, by the time Sumire was authorized to enter the Chūnin Trials,
she instead decided to start working on the Scientific Ninja Weapons Team, where she soon became one of their top staff. One day, when Katasuke Tóno was returning to the lab from a field test, Sumire was surprised to find him guarded by her former classmates on Konohamar's team. As she served tea and began
catching up with them, she expressed both her joy at work and working alongside Katasuke. She then watched as Boruto and his team assisted in testing the new ninja tech. Later, as Boruto and his team prepared to come out, Sumire asked Sarada if she had any feelings for Boruto, and when Sarada denied there would
be any, Sumire revealed that she had feelings for Boruto herself, which shocked Sarada, and happily waved him goodbye. Kawaki Arc When Konohagakure was attacked by Jigen, the leader of Kara, the village was put on high alert, especially from how easily he entered and similarly defeated the combined power of
Naruto and Sasuke. After a daring rescue by Team 7 to successfully rescue Hokage, they were taken to hospital for treatment. This included konoha's newest residence, Kawaki, which was of great importance to Kara. While Katasuke and Sumire ran tests on Kawaki, it was concluded that his body was gradually
rejecting the prosthetic arm due to its incompatible nature with the Kawaki chakra and nano-tech and continued use of the arm was causing him great pain. Sumire offered a painkiller to calm him down, but he refused, insisting his body would not break so easily. When Amado from Kara applied for asylum by fleeing to
Konohagakure, Sumire watched his interrogation, and explained about Amado's intentions to Boruto. Hearing the truth behind the works of celestial beings, Sumire was appalled to hear that Boruto was in danger of becoming transformed into Ōtsutsuki through his Kāma. Later, after Isshiki Ōtsutsuki imperfectly
resurrected himself through Jigen's body, Sumire was part of a group accompanying Kawaki to a hidden facility protected against Isshiki's Byakugan. She was worried about Boruto when she learned she was going to fight Isshiki alongside Naruto and Sasuke, but Amado assured her that Boruto's contribution to the fight,
even if not in power, was Amado explained that Boruto, as a wielder from Kāma, was essential to Isshiki's plans. He explained that God's tree can reach full maturity only by sacrificing Ōtsutsuki. Sumire realized that once Boruto had fully transformed his mark, Isshiki could sacrifice him instead of himself. Amado
applauded her quick countdown. As Amado was fascinated by Kawaki's prosthetic hand, Sumire asked him if he could restore Kawaki's original hand. He assured her he could. Suddenly the rift engulfed Kawaki and he disappeared, much to Sumire's horror. Trivia Symbol used in conjunction with Sumire Even years after
graduating from the Academy, Sumire's friends continue to affectionately refer to her as a Rep class, given that she was such in her class at the academy. Sumire (菫) means purple. By the nature of trivia from Boruto: Naruto next generation: Sumire hobbies are saving money and making Tsukemono. Her favorite food is
fried bread crusts. Because of his previous poverty, he doesn't have the least favorite food. Her attributes are: 160 in the chakra, 140 in intelligence, 120 in perception, 100 in hearing, 90 in agility, and 77 in strength. She was also given a skill rating in the following specific areas: Sniping: ★★★★☆ Shooting: ★★★☆☆
Operating Machines: ★★☆☆☆ Those who illuminate shinobi night! further elaborated on this concept, and included the following skill assessment: Mental Resilience: ★★★★☆ Observation: ★★★★☆ Ways: ★★★☆☆ References ↑ 1.0 1.1 1.2 Boruto episode 14 ↑ 2.0 2.1 2.2 Episode Boruto 13 ↑ Episode Boruto 12 ↑
Boruto Chapter 19 ↑ 5.0 5.1 Boruto: Naruto Next Generation, Volume 5 is Sumire profile ↑ Boruto episode 37 ↑ Boruto episode 34 34
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